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The second interim meeting of the 2019 Agricultural Land Assessment Implementation and Oversight Advisory 
Task Force was called to order by Senator Gary Cammack at 10:00 a.m. (CST) on Friday, November 15, 2019. 
 
A quorum was determined with the following members answering roll call: Senators Gary Cammack (Chair), Craig 
Kennedy, and John Lake; Representatives Kirk Chaffee, Oren Lesmeister, Steven McCleerey (via phone), and Lee 
Qualm (Vice Chair); and public members Trevor Cramer, James Peterson, Ryan Wieman, and Michael Wiese.  
Senator Red Dawn Foster and public members Jason Frerichs and Kyle Helseth were excused. 
 
Staff members present were Michael Loesevitz, Senior Legislative Attorney; and Rachael Person, Senior Legislative 
Secretary. 
 
NOTE: For purpose of continuity, the following minutes are not necessarily in chronological order.  Also, all 
referenced documents distributed at the meeting are attached to the original minutes on file in the Legislative 
Research Council office.  This meeting was web cast live.  The archived web cast is available on the LRC website at 
sdlegislature.gov.   
 

Approval of Minutes 
 
A motion was made by Representative Qualm, seconded by Representative Chaffee, to approve the minutes of 
the first meeting held on October 24, 2019.  The motion prevailed on a voice vote. 
 

     Presentation of Follow-up Data by the Department of Revenue 
 
Ms. Wendy Semmler, Property Tax Program Manager, Department of Revenue (DOR), provided follow-up 
information that was requested of DOR.  The highest and lowest years for cropland that were excluded from the 
olympic averages in most counties were 2011 and 2017, respectively.  The highest and lowest years for non-
cropland that were excluded from the olympic averages in most counties were 2017 and 2012, respectively 
(Document 1).  Based on the assumption that productivity remained stagnant over the next three years, cropland 
values would decrease while noncropland values would increase (Document 2).  Valuation in agricultural land 
from reappraisal and all other non-growth factors increased by $25 million over the last ten years from the 
implementation of the productivity system (Document 3).  Ms. Semmler noted that immediately prior to the 
implementation of the productivity system, the values for agricultural land were substantially less than their 
actual values, which produced large increases in agricultural land values in the early years of implementation.  In 
more recent years, increases in values of agricultural land under the productivity system have been less drastic 
(Document 4). 
   
Ms. Russ Hanson, Property Tax Specialist, DOR, presented DOR's proposed plan for implementing new soil survey 
tables to update data that is currently being used to assess the value of agricultural land.  Those counties that 
have a GIS system and would only have a few adjustments to consider could implement the new tables as soon as 
the March 2021 assessment year.  Those counties with GIS with many adjustments could implement the new 
tables by the March 2022 assessment year.  Those counties that do not have GIS system could have the new 
tables phased in over a three-year period (Document 7). 

http://sdlegislature.gov/
https://sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2019/documents/DALA11152019-B.pdf
https://sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2019/documents/DALA11152019-C.pdf
https://sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2019/documents/DALA11152019-A.pdf
https://sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2019/documents/DALA11152019.pdf
https://sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2019/documents/DALA11152019-D.pdf
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Senator Lake asked whether those counties currently without GIS would need to enter the data from the old soil 
tables after obtaining GIS before entering the data for the new soil tables.  Mr. Hanson responded that the data 
from the old soil tables would not need to be entered. 
  
Representative Lesmeister asked how many counties currently do not have GIS.  Mr. Hanson responded that six 
counties do not have GIS.  Representative Lesmeister then inquired about the cost of implementing GIS.  Mr. 
Hanson said that the average cost would be about seven dollars per parcel. 
 
Mr. Michael Houdyshell, Chief Legal Counsel, DOR, explained the flaws of the system that was used prior to the 
implementation of the productivity system and said the flaws resulted in agricultural land being valued about 
twenty billion dollars less than the actual market value of the agricultural land.  The productivity system has 
caused agricultural land values to more closely align with market values and be more uniform across the state.  
The productivity system will further improve if new soil tables are implemented and if assessors adjust values 
when warranted using established protocol.  The productivity system has resulted in assessments being appealed 
less frequently.  Mr. Houdyshell explained there is no direct correlation between assessment increases, valuation 
growth and taxation because the property tax limitation mitigates tax increases. 
 
Mr. Peterson commented that the productivity system has resulted in grassland owners having to pay a greater 
percentage in taxes than their cash rent value.  Some spots of virgin sod are improperly being taxed as tillable 
ground.  The goal of the committee should be to come up with a way to fairly tax grassland that is not being tilled.  
Mr. Peterson asked whether Mr. Houdyshell had a solution to this issue.  In response, Mr. Houdyshell indicated 
that using new soil tables might help, along with the DOR continuing to work with the directors of equalization.  
 
Mr. Wiese commented that he is pleased with the idea of implementing new soil tables but emphasized that the 
role of assessors remains critical regardless of what may be implemented. 
 

Public Testimony 
 
Ms. Deb Nacthigall, Meade County, read an e-mail from Harold Smolnikar of Ralph, SD, in which Mr. Smolkinar 
advocated replacing the productivity model with a system that values agricultural land based on actual use. 
 
Mr. Jon Jordan, Meade County, commented that the productivity model produces values for agricultural land 
that are substantially different from actual values as was noted by Dr. Elliott.  The productivity model lacks quality 
control or a benchmark to verify production numbers.  In the productivity model, the soil survey specification 
numbers are not uniform across the state as some soils are misidentified, and the model does not accurately 
account for production. 
 
Mr. Jeremiah M. Murphy, Lobbyist, SD Stockgrowers Association, said that he strongly supports the two draft 
bills that were presented by Representative Chaffee.  House Bill (HB) 248 will make more data sources available 
and result in a more fair and equitable tax system.  HB 256 will help fix the current system, including 
improvements with the valuation of grassland. 
 
Mr. Mike Held, SD Farm Bureau, suggested the system being used to value noncropland may need to be modified 
because almost all noncropland is beef production related and the performance of beef production is not 
corresponding with the valuation changes in noncropland.   
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Proposed Draft Legislation 
 
Representative Chaffee commented on the two proposed bills he drafted, HB 248 and HB 256.  He explained that 
the purpose of HB 248 is to expand the sources from which information may be gathered for purposes of valuing 
agricultural land.  Under current law, DOR can only contract with SDSU to receive information.  Under the 
proposed bill, DOR would be allowed contract with other reputable entities that produce relevant agricultural 
information. HB 248 would also make it mandatory for the agricultural land valuation database to include 
statewide cow and calf prices.  With respect to HB 256, Representative Chaffee explained that this bill would 
require assessors to consider how various factors would affect the agricultural land's productivity and then 
document their decisions according to their respective governance document.  In situations where the actual use 
is different than the assessed land category and the land is examined by the assessor, the assessor would be 
required to either document the extent the value was adjusted or document why no adjustment was warranted.  
 
With respect to HB 248, Senator Kennedy asked whether DOR would have sufficient personnel to internally do 
what SDSU has historically done in the past for DOR.  Mr. David Wiest, Deputy Secretary, DOR, said the DOR has 
individuals capable of doing the work, but would need additional staff to handle the increased workload.   
 
With respect to HB 256, Mr. Wieman asked whether federal easements are being considered for valuation 
purposes.  Representative Chaffee responded that the value adjustments from federal easements should be 
captured by considering the underlying reason for the federal easements.  Mr. Houdyshell agreed with 
Representative Chaffee's comments, but noted that sometimes there is no underlying reason that would warrant 
an adjustment.  Mr. Houdyshell explained that a federal easement alone would not authorize a valuation 
adjustment under existing law.  Representative McCleerey commented that the impact of federal easements 
should not be addressed in conjunction with the draft legislation because there are a variety of different 
easements but believes that it would be important for this issue to be explored by the committee in the future.  
 
Mr. Wieman commented that federal easements need to be addressed because, federal easements can prevent 
land from being tiled and thereby cause the land to be less productive than it otherwise could be.  Land valuations 
should differentiate between land that is tiled and land that is not tiled.  Mr. Michael Wiese agreed that this issue 
needs to be addressed because some assessors are currently reluctant to make adjustments in these instances 
while others are not.  Senator Cammack commented that the proposed legislation is intended to remove this 
reluctance. 
 
Senator Kennedy asked whether having an established protocol is something each county already has or 
something that each county would be required to do under the draft legislation.  Representative Chaffee 
responded that not all counties currently have established protocol although DOR administrative rules require 
each county to have established protocol.   
 
Mr. Cramer asked whether DOR would be willing to help a director of equalization develop protocol. Mr. 
Houdyshell said DOR would be willing to help and that DOR is currently working on a new adjustments guideline 
document that counties could use as a template to develop adjustment protocol.  
 
Senator Lake inquired about how the provisions of the draft legislation would be enforced.  Representative 
Chaffee said that the draft legislation is intended to preserve the current system of appeals.   
 
Mr. Cramer asked whether the documentation would only occur during the appeals process.  Representative 
Chaffee explained that most of the documentation should occur before the assessment is placed in the mail. 
 

https://sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2019/documents/DALA11152019-E.pdf
https://sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2019/documents/DALA11152019-F.pdf
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Representative Lesmeister asked if DOR has to approve adjustments.  Mr. Houdyshell explained that DOR 
oversight consists of making sure that adjustments are being documented and made for valid reasons. 
 
A motion was made by Representative Qualm, seconded by Senator Lake, to submit HB 248 as draft legislation 
with a committee recommendation.  The motion passed unanimously on a roll call vote. 
 
A motion was made by Representative Qualm, seconded by Senator Lake, to submit HB 256 as draft legislation 
with a committee recommendation.  The motion passed unanimously on a roll call vote. 
 

Adjourn 
 
A motion was made by Representative Chaffee, seconded by Representative Lesmeister, that the meeting be 
adjourned.  The motion prevailed on a voice vote. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:17 p.m. 
 
      
 
 


